APPROACHING FOOD WITH CARE
After 18 years as a chef in the hospitality sector,
MICHELLE MICARELLI decided to carry her many
culinary skills over to health care. Michelle, who
has led the Armenian Nursing & Rehabilitation
Center’s food service team as its director since
December, wants the meals served to bring
residents comfort, just like in their favorite
restaurant, or with home cooking. “Meals should
make them happy,” she says.
Michelle relishes feedback meeting with all longterm care residents and rehabilitation patients to
understand their culinary preferences. With the
help of a dietitian, she has diversified the menu and
makes sure to balance comfort foods with healthy
options and to source local, fresh and natural
options. The food service team takes advantage of
the close relationship between Armenian cuisine
and the Mediterranean diet that’s well-known for
its healthy ingredients. Meals feature olive oil,
On a recent afternoon, residents
gathered to bake traditional
Armenian simit cookies. In between
a savory biscuit and a sugar cookie,
simit cookies are a buttery crackerlike snack, usually covered with
sesame and nigella seeds. The
dough is often lavored with
mahleb, a spice made from ground
cherry seeds. Making these cookies
has been a monthly tradition at the
Armenian Nursing & Rehabilitation
Center for more than 15 years.
Residents and staff enjoy rolling the
dough into circles and other shapes.
They are the perfect treat to pair
with a cup of tea or Armenian
coffee.

grains, citrus and fish that are enjoyed by many
residents. She has witnessed the benefits of this
heart-healthy diet, as residents become more focus
and energized.
Cooking food for scores of residents isn’t the only
thing Michelle has on her plate. She is actively
planning fun, food-related activities to engage the
residents and get them even more excited about
healthy eating – though she isn’t opposed to the
idea of having the occasional ice cream truck stop
by for a treat. A top priority is to start composting
in order to fertilize a vegetable garden for residents,
which will provide them with a chance to grow and
nurture their own fresh ingredients.
Given the diversity of our residents and patients,
Michelle reminds us that “food translates.” We

couldn’t agree more, and we’re excited to have her
on our team to keep food a language of love.
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AURORA PRIZE HELPS HANGANAK
The AWWA is grateful to have secured
a $50,000 grant from the AURORA
HUMANITARIAN INITIATIVE. The funding will
support the Hanganak Elder Clinic in the
Republic of Artsakh, where we have seen an
increase in need for health care and social
services, including medication and food.
The AWWA has proudly sponsored the Clinic
since its inception in 2004 and looks forward to
growing the mission and helping improve the
lives of beneficiaries in Artsakh. The Aurora
Humanitarian Initiative was founded by Noubar
Afeyan, Ruben Vardanyan and the late Vartan
Gregorian.
Click here to read more about The Aurora
Humanitarian Initiative.
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU
The AWWA is tremendously appreciative for the
leadership of SCOTT ARIEL throughout 2021 as
AWWA CEO and in his role as interim
administrator of the Armenian Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center.

